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Šiauliai is the fourth largest city in Lithuania. 
Even though we only have one lake, we have 

plenty of water attractions.



Wellness club



 IMPULS - the largest wellness club network in Lithuania, 
managing 13 clubs in Vilnius, Kaunas, Šiauliai, Panevėžys and 

Klaipėda. Their values are their professionalism, constant 
development and teamwork, providing good service for 

wellness club clients, says their web page.



5 Steam baths: Turkish steam bath, Sauna, Salt steam
bath, Infrared rays sauna, Ice room.



Pool zones have three 25 m long, 1.5 m deep 
swimming tracks, two jacuzzi and one 0.5 m 

deep pool for children.





At the swimming school in Šiauliai "Delfinas„
(Dolphin) children of different ages can attend 

swimming and synchronized swimming (only girls) 
training. 



Individual residents and companies are also invited. 
The municipality of Šiauliai has confirmed the fees for 

one time visits at the pool and subscriptions.



Swimming tournaments are carried 
out in the 25 or 50 meter long pools.





Aronija - its a beauty and health nurturing complex - a 
relaxation oasis, for constantly running, worn out, 

tired people and those who take care of their beauty 
and spiritual health. SPA center celebrated 

housewarming in June of 2005.



Here are all provided beauty services: full SPA face 
and body care. Health house Aronija also provides 
healing services: classical, underwater massages, 

exercises on land and in water, spinal decompression 
programmes, electrotherapy.



Treatment rooms



Swimming pool, showers and steam
bath





Kids in the rowing school of Šiauliai are 
thought rowing, teamwork, to 

strengthen their abilities and stamina.



Our PE teacher works in this 
rowing school as a coach.



 The representatives of Lithuania Aurimas Lankas 
and Edvinas Ramanauskas finished third in Rio de 
Janeiro Olympic 200m kayak and canoe rowing 
competition.

Canoeists from Šiauliai won bronze in Rio 

2016
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